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Goals of the talk

� Show that in Greek temporal relation between a main and an 

embedded tense can be determined using variadic functions 

which feed on contextual information.

� Argue against those analyses that treat the relation between a 

main and an embedded tense as semantically (Abusch 1988, 

1991, 1997a; Heim 1992; von Stechow 2005, a.o.) and 1991, 1997a; Heim 1992; von Stechow 2005, a.o.) and 

syntactically (Ogihara 1989, 1994b, 1995b, 1996, 2003a; 

Kratzer 1998, Stowell 2005, 2007, a.o.) ambiguous

� I take variadic functions as functions that fill in the gap of the 

missing component: the temporal relation between main and 

embedded clause, and I treat it as an n-order predicate 

denoting an augmented relation R of propositions, i.e. (Q, P)+. 



Implications

� The analysis proposed here implies a resolution of 
temporal interpretation the components of which can be 
determined by context

� We are not dealing with ambiguity of embedded tense, 
but with an intersentential relation of intervals (main and 
embedded) the temporal location (or the temporal 
ordering) of which can be determined by context 
information



Existing accounts of temporal 

interpretation

Transmission Theory 

Abusch (1988, 1991, 1997a)

� Embedded predicate’s time overlaps both the UT and the belief time 

(PA holder’s now)(PA holder’s now)

� Acquaintance relation (perceptual or causal) picks out a time that is 

ascribed to the interval with which the PA holder is acquainted with

� Transmission mechanism: tense information from the main verb is 

transmitted to the embedded predicate (anaphoric theory of tense)



Existing accounts of temporal 

interpretation

Deletion Theory 

Ogihara (1989, 1994b, 1995b, 1996, 2003a) 

� Embedded clause is tenseless, or in other words the 
embedded tense is deleted under temporal isomorphism with 
main tense. main tense. 

� Intension of the tenseless sentence is a set of times-world 
pairs

� Propositional attitudes involve the subject’s self-ascribing 
properties and not the actual temporal precedence of the past 
tense (de se interpretation).



Disadvantages of previous theories 

�Forcing a de re interpretation

�The temporal location of the embedded�The temporal location of the embedded

interval is not ambiguous but underspecified.



Testing the predictions in Greek

Embedded tenses are interpretable

Present tense

〚nonpast〛= λΡ λt Ρ((t, ∞)) Giannakidou (2009)nonpast = λΡ λt Ρ((t, ∞)) Giannakidou (2009)

(1) O Alexis taksidevi (tora/avrio/siχna/ *χtes)

The Alex travel-3sg.INP

Alex is travelling now / ~ travels tomorrow /~travels often / 
* ~ travels yesterday



Testing the predictions in Greek

Embedded present

(2)  I Maria ipe oti o Alexis taksidevi (tora/avrio/siχna/ 

*χtes)*χtes)

The Maria said-3sg.PP that the Alex travel-3sg.INP

Maria said that Alex is travelling now/ ~ travels 

tomorrow / ~ travels often / * ~ travels yesterday



Past tense 

〚PAST〛g, c if g(t) < n, in which case 〚PAST〛g, c = g(t)

Giannakidou (2009)

(3)  O Alexis taksidepse (χtes/*avrio)(3)  O Alexis taksidepse (χtes/*avrio)

The Alex traveled-3sg.PP (yesterday/*tomorrow)

Alex traveled yesterday /~ *traveled tomorrow



Embedded past tense

(4)  I Maria ipe oti o Alexis taksidepse (χtes/*avrio)

The Maria said-3sg.PP that the Alex traveled-3sg.PP 

(yesterday/*tomorrow)

Maria said that Alex traveled yesterday / ~ * traveled 

tomorrow



Evidence 1:

Embedded present and past tense maintain

their temporal features when embedded undertheir temporal features when embedded under

attitude verbs (contra Enç 1986, 1987, 1996;

Ogihara 1996; Abusch 1997; Hornstein 1990,

a.o.)



Double Access Reading (DAR):

A case of underspecification and not of ambiguity

Present – under – Past 

Interpretation (a): simple past

(b): simple present(b): simple present

Past – under – Past

Interpretation (a): simple past

(b): pluperfect



Present – under – Past 

(5)  I Maria ipe oti o fakelos vriskete sto ghrafio su apo

perisi

The Maria said-3sg.PP that the envelope is-3sg.INP at-The Maria said-3sg.PP that the envelope is-3sg.INP at-

the desk your from last year

Maria said that the envelope has been sitting at your 

desk since last year 



Evidence 2: 

Part of the embedded predication holds in the

past domain and part of it holds now, and itpast domain and part of it holds now, and it

might hold in the future.



(6)  I Maria nomise oti o Janis tha katastrefi ta enghrafa

The Maria thought-3sg.PP that the John will destroy-

3sg.INP the documents3sg.INP the documents

Maria thought that John will destroy the documents



Evidence 3: 

Past interval is not included – present interval

continues where past interval stops.continues where past interval stops.



(7)  I Maria ipe oti ta eghrafa katastrefonte

The Maria said-3sg.PP that the documents 

are.destroyed-3pl.INPare.destroyed-3pl.INP

Maria said that the documents are shredded 



Evidence 4:

The embedded predication does not hold in any

particular time. It expresses a generic time.particular time. It expresses a generic time.



(8)  O Janis ipe oti kurastike ston agona

The John said that was.tired in-the race

John said that he was tired in the race



Evidence 5:

The temporal location of the embedded past

cannot be determined without additionalcannot be determined without additional

information from the context



Interim Conclusion: 

� The typology of past-under-past and present-under-past 

is richer, at least, in Greek.

� The context plays a crucial role in determining the 

temporal ordering and the interpretation of embedded temporal ordering and the interpretation of embedded 

tenses.

� Embedded tenses do not discount their temporal features 

altogether, and that the missing component is the 

temporal relation between main and embedded clause’s 

intervals. 



Analysis: Context determines semantic 

interpretation by enrichment

Partee (1989):

“ … we want the possibility of “quantifying over 
contexts” in a rather holistic sense...”

Recanati (2002): 

“Context contributes a variadic function”

Staraki (in preparation): 

“Context supplies an augmented intersentential
relation determining the temporal interpretation of
embedded tense”



Augmented Intersentential Relations

of Intervals

Let Q and P be propositional intervals that translate in

an n-place predicate denoting an n-ary relation R.

Then (Q, P)+ is an admissible augmentation of (Q, P) iff

(Q, P)+ translates into an n / n+1 order predicate

denoting R+ = R ∪ CTR , where CTR = contextual temporal

relation the set of which is TR ∈{<TR, >TR, OTR, GENT}



Increase Function

Increase (InCrTR)

InCrTR ((Q, P)) = ((Q, P)) _ InCrTR ((Q, P), TR)

InCrTR: <TR ((Q, P)) = ((Q, P))_ InCrTR (Q, P, <TR)



(9)  O Janis ipe oti i Maria itan poli kurazmeni

The John said that the Maria was very tired

John said-3sg.PP  that Maria was-3pl.PP very tired

InCr ((Q, P)) = ((Q, P)) _ InCr ((Q, P), TR) →InCrTR((Q, P)) = ((Q, P)) _ InCrTR ((Q, P), TR) →

InCrTR: <TR ((Q, P)) = ((Q, P))_ InCrTR (Q, P, <TR) = 

CT: <TR (Believe (John, e, w)) = ∃t (<TR (t) ∧ Q, P (t))



Conclusion

• DAR phenomenon is not a case of ambiguity or mere 

anaphoricity, but a case of underspecification. 

• Temporal interpretation of embedded tense is a case of an 

intersentential relation of intervals (main and embedded) the 

temporal location (or the temporal ordering) of which can be 

determined by context information.


